
Digital transformation training programme
Module #6

Managing digital 
technology risks 



A few  house rules before 
we start…
● Make sure your name is displayed

● Keep your video on unless you have connectivity 
issues

● Mute if you're not speaking

● Don’t hesitate to ask questions by raising your hand or 
using the chat 



Where we are

1. Introduction to digital 
government

2. Human-centred design for 
digital services

3. Agile and open ways of 
working

4. Building trust in digital 
government

5. Data: uses, opportunities and 
risks

6. Managing digital technology 
risks 

7. Navigating barriers to digital 
government



Learning objectives

Identify the main risks in digital projects

Understand the pros and cons of technology and 
delivery choices 

Describe risk management approaches to digital 
transformation



1. The new technology landscape

2. Case study

3. Making choices

4. Risk management
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Internet, mobile, and cloud
technologies have changed 
our lives.



Source: World Bank data
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Source: ITU data

Individuals using the internet in Sri Lanka as a 
percentage of the population
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At the end of 2020,
1.2 bn people in Asia 
Pacific were connected 
to the mobile internet, 
equivalent to a 42% 
penetration rate.

Source: GSMA



Cloud computing made 
software development much 
cheaper and easier.



On-premise

Ownershi
p

Management

Control

High initial capital investment

In-house



A cloud service provider is 
like a utility provider



Cloud services

Internet

Owns and manages 
infrastructure

Vendor More control over 
infrastructure

Consumer

Less upfront 
investment

Less control



But making the jump can be scary…



Technology is an enabler, 
not the end game.
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In your experience, why might 
people fear or resist technology 
projects in the public sector?

10-min group discussion



Main types of risks

● Operational 
● Value creation 
● Cyber and data privacy
● Reputational 



Example



“a modern, technology-based 
solution which would provide 
greater functionality, a better 
user interface and more useful 
information”

Example



2008 2010 2012

Novopay timeline

The Ministry of 
Education signs a 
contract with 
Talent2 to 
develop and 
manage the 
delivery of 
Novopay.

Novopay was 
meant to go live 
but fails to do so. 
The Ministry 
decides to 
continue to work 
with Talent2.

Novopay goes live 
despite the 
warning of trial-
users.

Example



When Novopay went live and 
performed its first pay run, 5,000 
school staff were underpaid.

Example



Example



Example



According to you, why did the 
Novopay project fail?

What could they have done 
differently to avoid such a failure?

15-min group discussion



Why the Novopay project failed

They didn’t start with 
the problem, but 
jumped to a solution.

● Unanswered user 
needs

● Poor delivery 
choices

They didn’t smart small, 
but went for a big bang 
launch, despite poor 
user feedback. 

● Failed launch
● Vendor lock-in

Example



Example



Is it better to do nothing then?



1. The new technology landscape

2. Case study

3. Making choices

4. Risk management



Solution-oriented vs problem-
oriented





To do or not to do, that is 
the question.



Portfolio 
balancing



Categories of technology investment

● Creating or changing technology to gain new 
value for the organisation or its users

● Maintaining the existing technology
● Renewing technology
● Enabling the delivery of services
● Reacting to incidents 



New vs legacy systems



Bad reasons for investing in new technology

● The attraction of the ‘new’

● Artificial commercial incentives



When to replace legacy systems

● It is unsupported by the vendor
● It becomes too difficult to update
● It is no longer cost effective
● It becomes inefficient to use
● It cannot integrate with other systems



Planning for maintenance



Moving from projects to products
means shifting from a pre-defined 
scope towards maximisation of 
outcomes over time.



Project-led Product-led

Predictable and 
repeatable

Outcome-based

Milestones driven

Difficult to accommodate 
change

Service-led

Research driven

Adaptable

Continually optimised



Product lifecycle

Time

A
do

pt
io

n

Introduction Growth Maturity Decline

Launch Iterate Maintain
Rewrite or 
replace



Build vs buy



If you want a cup of tea, you 
don’t make your own kettle



Known needsVaried and unpredictable needs

Build Buy

Core to mission Commodity



Build vs buy choices

1. Off-the-shelf vs bespoke software

2. Cloud vs on-premise infrastructure

3. In-house vs outsourced delivery



Off-the-shelf vs bespoke software



Known needsVaried and unpredictable needs

Bespoke Off-the-shelfHybrid

Core to mission Commodity



When to use open source?



Example



Example



The benefits of open source software 

● Reduce vendor and technology lock-in

● Offer more flexibility and control

● Save time and money on procurement



Open source is not free.



On-premise vs cloud



Data centre services are highly 
commoditised.



Benefits of cloud computing

● Flexibility: scale up or down on short notice

● Cost savings: only pay for what you use

● A reduced need for on-site IT staff

● Reliability



Key considerations

Service 
levels 

Data 
sensitivity 

Data 
protection

Cloud 
policy 



Example



Opting for the cloud frees up 
technologists to be part of digital 
teams.



In-house vs outsourced delivery



Insource Hybrid Outsource

Known needsVaried and unpredictable needs

Core to mission Commodity



A digital service requires long-
term ownership and should be 
treated as a product.



Think about your organisation. 

What good technology choices 
has it made? 

What do you think could have 
been done differently?

15-min group discussion



1. The new technology landscape

2. Case study

3. Making choices

4. Risk management

Do’s

Dont’s



We’ve all been part of projects that 
didn’t work.

Think about a time when you were 
involved in a project or initiative that 
failed or was not as successful as you 
hoped. Why did that happen?

15-min group discussion



Things will go wrong.
Make it safe to fail.



Do’s

● Implement incrementally
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Do’s

● Implement incrementally

● Keep options opened

● Learn from mistakes

● Manage change
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4. Risk management

Do’s

Dont’s
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● Go with the hype
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Don’ts

● Go with the hype

● Try to automate everything

● Focus on technology rather than the team



“Many governments already recognise 
the importance of technology. But […] 
the big challenges are not technical.”

Professor Franscesco Marcini, Lee Kuan Yew School of 
Public Policy



● Internet, mobile and cloud technologies have reshaped 
the way governments build and deliver services.

● Governments have much to do, with limited time, 
money and people. It’s therefore important for 
organisations to develop a balanced portfolio of 
technology projects.

● For each project, they need to make tactical decisions 
(e.g. off-the-shelf vs bespoke software, use of open 
source building blocks, in-house vs outsourced 
delivery).

● Whatever they decide, failure is likely. To manage risks, 
they need to start small, and iterate.

Takeaways



Next module:

Navigating barriers to digital 
government



This presentation has been designed using resources 
from Flaticon.com and Unsplash.com.


